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Caran d’Ache:
FIBRALO
Water-soluble Pens
Washable
Long lasting
185.315

Bright transparent colors









Water-soluble fibre-tipped drawing pens.
Superior quality.
3 year storage guarantee against drying out.
Recommended for sketching rough drafts,
drawing instruction and coloring.
30 colors, available in assortment or
individually.
Water based ink doesn't penetrate most
paper.
Washable from most modern fabrics.
Conforms to EN71 (CE).

(click here to enlarge images)

FIBRALO Water-soluble Pens
Available Assortments:
Item no.
185.310
185.315
185.324
185.330

-

Metal box of 10 colors
Metal box of 15 colors
Metal box of 24 colors
Metal box of 30 colors

Bar Code
7610186 303104
7610186 303159
7610186 303241
7610186 303302

185. ...Individual colors are available, 10 piece minimum

Color Chart (PDF)

Bundle 3 0r 4 Fibralo marker pens together and
draw lines or dots. Then mist with water and change
the colors with a wet brush. This will dissolve the
colors and make them even more intense.

Techniques:

Sketching & coloring
The FIBRALO pens are ideal for concept
sketching or artistic drawings. The rich
saturated water-soluble colors deliver
beautiful effects.

Spot and wash tint techniques
Draw several spots about 1/8" in
diameter on your paper and with a
moist brush pull out the ink from the
first spot and clean your brush. Now
repeat in the other spots to create a
cascade of wash tints.
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Stencils
Using the FIBRALO pens draw a pattern
using a stencil for parallel shapes and
then pulled out the color with a moist
brush to create new textures and patterns.
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